Article 23.2: Summary of Gold Standard criteria for Le Jog
Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals will be awarded to those achieving certain levels of
performance – see Article 25 .2.
Once a Medal is lost, it cannot be regained by fast driving elsewhere. For Medal success, it
is better to lose 10 minutes at one Time Control (which is one failure to achieve Gold
Standard), than one minute at each of two Time Controls (which represents two failures to
achieve Gold Standard). Thus, a Gold Medallist may be beaten in his Class by a nonmedallist who loses fewer penalties.
To win a Medal of ANY kind, competitors must not lose penalties anywhere other than
at the kinds of Control and Test set out below. At these, they must achieve the greatest
possible number of Gold Standards, and stay within the Maximum Penalty at that point,
which is the limit for Medal eligibility.
MTC, TC: Gold Standard: Zero penalties; ineligibility for any Medal: outside Maximum
Permitted Lateness
PC, RC, SC, and RS: Gold Standard: zero penalties; ineligibility for any Medal: more than a
5 minutes’ penalty.
TP: Gold Standard: as published in ASRs; ineligibility for a medal: more than a 5 minutes’
penalty.
Test: Gold Standard: as given in Test instructions; or two medal standards for a wrong test;
ineligibility for any Medal: not attempting a test
The ASR s may vary the above criteria.
Article 25.2: Medals and Ribands (Le Jog only)
See Article 23 .2 for a summary of Medal and Gold Standard Criteria.
Medals will be awarded to Crews who
(i)
Complete the whole route, by booking in at every Main Time Control and Time
Control during their own Maximum Permitted Lateness, and at every other Control and
Timing Point while it is open; and by attempting every Test and Observed Regularity
Section; and who:
(ii)
Fulfil the criteria below:
Gold Medals will be awarded in each Category, as defined in the final Entry List, to crews
who achieve the Gold Standard at every Control, Check, Timing Point and Test. If no
competitor in a Category achieves this, Gold Medals will be awarded to the Competitor(s) in
that Category achieving the greatest number of Gold Standards and complying with (i) and
(ii) above.
Silver Medals will be presented to Crews who fail the Gold Standard on no more than one
occasion over and above the number of failures achieved by Gold Medal winners in their
Category, and who comply with (i) and (ii) above. If no Crew achieves this, the above criteria
becomes ‘no more than three occasions’; if still no Crew qualifies, ‘four occasions’; and so
on.
Bronze Medals will be presented to Crews who fail the Gold Standard on no more than one
occasion over and above the number of failures achieved by Silver Medal winners in their
Category, and who comply with (i) and (ii) above. If no Crew achieves this, the above criteria
becomes ‘no more than two occasions’; if still no Crew qualifies, ‘three occasions’; and so
on.
Blue Ribands: two medallions with blue ribands will be awarded to non-medal winners who
visit every Main Time Control (MTC), Time Control (TC), Regularity Timing Point (TP), and
attempt every Test, while they are open.

